Meet your schedule and budget targets with Coyle Supply’s large, in-stock inventory of pipe, piping systems, fittings, and accessories from top-of-the-line manufacturers. Leaders in process, industrial, commercial, OEM, and construction sectors rely on Coyle for order accuracy, on-time delivery, and high fill rates.

Contact Coyle Supply for product information.

American Oxylance – lance pipe
Anvil – FS, mall, grooved
APG – cam and groove, Chicago Cplgs
Allied Fittings
ATI – SS pipe and tube, sanitary
Babbitt – chain wheels
Barco – rotary joints
Bonney Forge – FS fgs
Brew Quality – pipe, fgs, fgs
Bristol Metals – SS pipe
Camco – SS fgs
Capitol – FS fgs
Cerro Flow – copper tube
Chemtrol (Nibco) – PVC, CPVC
Core Pipe (Gerlin) – SS fgs, fgs
Cresline – PVC pipe
Dixon – SS sanitary tube, fgs, clamps, hose fittings
Dresser – compression coupling
Duratec – clean air piping
Eson – PVC pipe
Fel-Pro – pipe dope sealants
Grinnell (Anvil)
Hackney-Ladish – CS fgs, fgs
Hancor – HDP corrugated pipe
IPEX – PVC, CPVC pipe, fgs
Let-Lok – instrument tube fgs
Lined Pipe and Fittings
Maass Flange – SS flanges
Marpac – unions
Matco Norca – FS, malleable
Merit Brass – SS, brass
Michigan Metals – seamless
Mueller – copper, PVC
Numatics – air preparation
OLIN – copper fin tube
Phoenix Forge – FS fgs, O-Lets
PICOR Brew Quality
Powerseal – repair clamps
PT Coupling – cam and groove
Penn Machine – FS, chromoly
Sharon Piping – seamless
Smith Cooper Intl – fgs
Spears – PVC, CPVC
Steel Forgings – saddles
Streamflo
Trent Tube – SS tube
US Steel – CS pipe
Vicinalic – grooved
Vogt
Ward – malleable
Warren Alloys
Weldbend – CS butt weld
Wheatland – CS pipe